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WHO WE ARE
Edge Telematics is a provider of a comprehensive and innovative range of asset and
fleet management solutions to institutions across multiple industries, globally.
We make use of our world class software platform, specialised hardware technology and
cloud infrastructure that effectively analyses and monitors your assets and fleet.

WHAT WE DO FOR
OUR CLIENTS
At Edge Telematics, we make sure our clients come first. Business is personal,
so our EDGE solutions are customised and tailored to each individual business or
private client. We provide our clients with the latest in tracking and telemetry technology
so that they can rest assured their assets are well looked after.
We're committed to delivering cutting edge technology to ensure your assets are well
protected and to reduce costs and risk and increase efficiency. We offer after-hours
emergency support for our clients so that they have peace of mind that their assets and
staff are safe 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

ANALYZE

CUSTOMIZE

OPTIMIZE

MYEDGE DASHCAM
The MyEdge Dashcam is a windscreen mountable, easy installed
camera telematics offering. The camera offers a wide-angle road
and in cab view offering a 1080p video quality.
Edge has fully integrated the dashcam into our MyEdge platform,
which offers easy management and review of incidental footage.
Video clips of each incident are automatically uploaded to our
platform for review, and at the same time offers

FEATURES

all the benefits of fleet management platform.

EASY INSTALLATION

ONE-KEY CLICK SOS

All-in-one design, easy for
installation and maintenance.

One-key click for SOS alarm and
video upload.

VIDEO RECORDING

CONNECTIVITY

Wide-angle 1080p video recording
and streaming.

Built-in LTE, Wi-Fi and GPS
modules.

HEALTH CHECKS

BUILT-IN AUDIO

Self-inspection for a device health
check

Built-in mic and speaker.

SUPPORTS UP TO 256GB

POWER SHUTDOWN
RECORDING

Dual TF cards for sufficient storage,
each TF supports up to 256GB

Supports 5 seconds of video recording
in abnormal power shutdown or
extreme accidents condition.
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